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Realist synthesis techniques can be used to assess complex interventions by extracting and synthesizing configurations of contexts, mechanisms, and outcomes found in the literature. Our novel and multi-pronged approach to the realist synthesis of workplace harassment interventions describes our pursuit of theory to link macro and program level theories. After discovering the limitations of a dogmatic approach to realist synthesis, we adapted our search strategy and focused our analysis on a subset of data. We tailored our realist synthesis to understand how, why, and under what circumstances workplace harassment interventions are effective. The result was a conceptual framework to test our theory-based interventions and provide the basis for subsequent realist evaluation. Our experience documented in this article contributes to an understanding of how, under what circumstances, and with what consequences realist synthesis principles can be customized.

1 | INTRODUCTION

The methodology of realist synthesis for complex interventions has been articulated in reporting standards and guiding principles.1,2 In this paper, we outline how we adapted realist synthesis techniques to identify the necessary theory from the expansive and heterogeneous workplace harassment intervention literature. More specifically, our realist synthesis assembled and rigorously synthesized the literature on workplace harassment interventions to make visible the mechanisms by which these interventions in various contexts can reduce workplace harassment. Using critical realist synthesis methodology3,4 we extracted the causal statements involved in interventions in workplace harassment, which comprise elements of program-level theory. By consolidating these program-level theory elements, we generated a conceptual platform (ie, a coherent set of provisional propositions that suggests how harassment interventions are meant to effect change) to explain the relationship between the contexts within which interventions are implemented and the mechanisms by which the interventions work to reduce harassment. Our ultimate goal is to use the conceptual platform in a subsequent stage to formulate hypotheses to be tested in an intervention directed at reducing workplace harassment. Building on the realist synthesis results, we will use realist evaluation in the future test of an intervention to understand what works, why, and in what manner in various contexts.

Our synthesis diverged from the standardized version of realist syntheses2 by following iterative searches down idiosyncratic pathways. Following Jagosh et al,5 we hold there is not a single approach to realist synthesis but rather a set of principles that often need to be tailored. Our need to customize arose because of (1) the nature of the literature we were examining, in which theory is seldom explicitly identified, and (2) our previously developed theoretical framework, which contained macro-level critical social theory.

In this paper, we first delineate types of realism (scientific vs critical) and situate ourselves within the critical realist camp. Our allegiance to critical realism has implications for our understanding of the mechanisms
regarding workplace harassment interventions. Next, we outline our targeted iterative literature searches and screening criteria used to derive the sources for the conceptual platform. By illustrating the distinctive iterative, flexible nature of realist syntheses, and how theory-building particularly necessitates such plasticity in approach, this paper contributes to an understanding of how, under what circumstances, and with what consequences realist synthesis principles can be customized. A detailed account of the platform and the implications for testing the program-level theory will be fully elaborated in a future paper. By way of example the paper argues for the importance of aligning substantive theory with the particular stream of realism underpinning the methodology used in a review.

2 | BACKGROUND

Workplace harassment is identified with considerable negative consequences for individuals\(^6\)–\(^{13}\) and organizations, all of which have significant fiscal implications.\(^{14,15}\)

Regardless of these substantial organizational and personal costs, agreement on the causes and mechanisms of harassment remain contentious. These competing and often contradictory propositions concerning the causes of harassment have led to an array of intervention types on the part of governments, employers/managers, and unions to eliminate the personal, organizational, and cultural effects of harassment within public and private sector workplaces. Despite a proliferation of workplace harassment interventions,\(^{16}\) there is minimal research identifying, testing, and refining the theories accounting for how and why particular interventions work, for whom and under what circumstances. The purpose of our realist synthesis of the workplace harassment intervention literature was to respond to this gap.

In our scoping review,\(^{17}\) of workplace harassment interventions in health care organizations, we found that the most promising results were reflected in interventions based on participatory principles to include employees from all levels of the organization in the co-creation of intervention goals and implementation as well as their evaluation strategies. This scoping review prompted our interest in understanding how, why, and under what circumstances interventions reduce harassment in all workplaces, not simply those in the health care sector. Such a query corresponds clearly with realist methodology.

3 | THEORETICAL CONTEXT

Available to the realist synthesis was our already-formulated theoretical framework, comprised of components of critical social theory, but without theory specific to the problem context of the social relations within contemporary workplaces. One component of the framework sits Marx’s historical materialism with its premise that human societies are differentiated by the nature of work performed by humans to produce the means of their subsistence and the social relations embedded in those forms of production.\(^{18}\) In the capitalist mode of production, labor is the variable cost for the capitalist, in contrast to the fixed costs of materials, buildings etc., so in order to reduce the variance in labor costs, the capitalist seeks to control the labor process.\(^{19}\)

Another component of the macro-level theory is Habermas’s reconstruction of Marx’s historical materialism by his substitution of social interaction for work as the defining characteristic of the human activity.\(^{20,21}\) Habermas’s reconstruction captures the specificity of the social and cultural dimensions that inevitably shape the nature and experience of social life—what Marx, especially overly deterministic readings of Marx, is unable to provide. Habermas’s theory of social transformation charts a 2-sided character of contemporary institutions differentiating between system and lifeworld. The system is composed of the formally organized social relations steered by money and administrative power. The lifeworld, a resource for workers to develop their social connections, consists of 3 elements: culture (meanings circulating within the workplace as symbols, language, beliefs, values, norms); social connections (enduring patterns of action and interaction among people who share a culture and occupy a common space); and, self-identities of employees within the workplace. The system, based on the demands of material production, operates on the principles of efficiency, calculability, predictability, and control. In Habermas’s view, at this stage of societal evolution, the system increasingly colonizes the lifeworld, with the ill-effect of distorting communicative activity. Habermas emphasized the autonomous development of communicative rationality, as a feature of the lifeworld, and as an antidote to the system colonization.

We determined that if we could identify a theory specific to the problem context (ie, workplaces), we would then be better positioned to capture the social mechanisms that Mayntz\(^{22}\) describes as causal propositions. These causal propositions explain how certain outcomes manifest under certain conditions. Similar to Mayntz, we envisage such propositions or mechanisms as linear or non-linear, observable or non-observable, many or standalone. Our intent is not to discover universal meanings but rather perceive regularities in the relationships between micro-phenomena and macro-phenomena.
4 | Employing Realist Synthesis Techniques

A relatively new theory-driven approach, realist synthesis produces or identifies middle-range theories—theories that remain close to the empirical phenomenon but allow for generalizations—for a detailed and practical understanding of complex social interventions. Realist synthesis does so by asking the following questions: “what works, how, for whom, in what circumstances and to what extent?” Whether theoretical assumptions are explicit or implicit, realist syntheses involve an integrative examination of program-level theory and evidence to build middle-range theory. Realist synthesis presents an ideal way to investigate advances in the new field of intervention-based research on workplace harassment, as the methodology is designed to rigorously identify the breadth of heterogeneous literature regarding complex interventions to reveal how and why interventions are effective (or not). A key insight of realist synthesis is that particular interventions may work well in 1 type of workplace (eg, levels of harassment are reduced, workers’ well-being is improved), but poorly or not at all in another type of workplace.

Developed by Pawson and colleagues, who identified a need for evaluation of complex social interventions, realist synthesis is intended to explain how interventions work (or do not work). Realist syntheses enable more than a simple answer to whether an intervention is successful but also allow consideration of the vital interplay of context and outcome. Realist synthesis permits knowledge of intervention outcomes, and an understanding of the context within which the outcomes are possible and the mechanisms that produce the outcomes, all of which can be used to inform policymakers and assist researchers to design subsequent robust studies.

4.1 | Realism streams

The 2 streams of realist synthesis draw from different interpretations of Bhaskar’s philosophy of critical realism. Pawson and Tilley’s scientific realism embraces the pragmatism of piecemeal social engineering, averting normative dimensions. An alternative stream, articulated by Porter and colleagues, argues that realist evaluation research requires explicitly articulated ethical positions and assessments of interventions based on how well they support human needs, capacities, and potentials. We place ourselves in the latter stream because it aligns with our founding substantive theory rooted in critical social theory. Bhaskar’s critical realism articulates a best practice for critical social theory precisely because both have strong emancipatory impulses. In line with Porter, we hold that unless explicitly critical, realist evaluation research can all too easily obscure ethical dimensions behind descriptive categories thereby making the results amenable to technocratic instrumentalism and devaluation of lifeworlds, a process antithetical to the Habermasian component of our macro-level theory. Moreover, Marx’s own definition of critical theory as “the self-clarification of the struggles and wishes of the age” (1843) commands that we acknowledge our theoretical framework as straightforwardly political in cast.

Associated with the differing streams of realist synthesis is the debate concerning the definition of program mechanisms. Whereas Pawson and Tilley define mechanisms in terms of people’s reasonings and the resources that allow them to engage those reasonings, Porter understands mechanisms as generative powers that “are consciously created by agents with the aim of altering interpretations and actions of others” and that “result from the distribution of material, cultural, and jurisdictional resources embedded in social relations” (p. 77). Porter’s definition of mechanisms excludes people’s reasoning to locate them solely in the structural realm. We are informed by Porter’s definition because it accords with our substantive theory’s focus on the structures that coordinate social activities.

We were also informed by Mayntz’s discussion of mechanisms in macro-phenomena. According to Mayntz, the causal relations between macro-phenomena can be understood in “the actions of different actors” (p. 252)—that is, social mechanisms are reflected in the combined actions of individuals. Workplace harassment interventions are embodied by such combined actions.

4.2 | Embarking on realist synthesis steps

Our realist synthesis involved several iterative steps that deviate from a conventional realist protocol in 2 important ways. Namely, we conducted a citation analysis of key theoretical articles and a theory-based targeted search. While we kept with the realist protocol by first establishing a search strategy, then screening the data and extracting essential elements of the data (ie, explanatory accounts—EAs), followed by synthesizing/consolidating the EAs, we found it necessary to add these novel components to our process in order to keep to our purpose of understanding the theoretical basis of workplace harassment interventions. Our intent was for our synthesis to provide the basis of an empirical test (ie, a realist evaluation) by developing a theory-informed conceptual platform.
4.2.1 | Search strategy

In the face of considerable breadth and diversity of the harassment literature, our search was conducted by a team of academics (3 content specialists and 1 librarian), identified as senior researchers and 5 graduate students. Under the guidance of the team's librarian, we pursued several search strategies to find literature reporting workplace harassment interventions in all industrial sectors, from primary, construction, and manufacturing industries to service sector workplaces. The 4 separate strategies comprised the following: (1) an aggregate search of several pertinent databases; (2) a delineated search of the database most salient to our topic (Sociological Abstracts); (3) a citation analysis of key sources found in Sociological Abstracts; and (4) a targeted search for literature related to the theory specific to the problem context and needed for our conceptual platform.

Before the formal literature search began, we undertook a thorough background search on existing reviews (ex: systematic, scoping, realist) of workplace harassment interventions to ensure our proposed research was novel, and there was, in fact, a gap to fill. This preliminary search for existing relevant reviews spanned 8 sources including the Cochrane Library, the Campbell Collaboration Library of Systematic Reviews, and Google Scholar. The results were reviewed by the team, and 4 were analyzed in detail for relevancy to our particular study. Each of these 4 reviews was in the area of workplace harassment interventions; however, they did not fill the above-identified gap. Three of the 4 were systematic, rather than realist reviews. Although the fourth source was a realist review, it was limited to the health care sector in the UK. However, it did inspire our search strategy to consist of 3 main concepts: harassment, the workplace, and interventions.

The search terms were piloted in a database indexing literature of the team’s home discipline (sociology) to ensure the search strategy was retrieving relevant results. Sociological Abstracts was selected to test and validate the proposed search strategy. During the pilot, the librarian revised the search strategy based on feedback from the senior and junior team members. Once finalized, the search strategy was then used in the formal literature search process.

The vast and diverse workplace harassment literature reflects a multiplicity of perspectives from the applied disciplines of Business, Public Administration, and Social Work through to theoretical disciplines such as Sociology and Psychology. We selected databases specific to these theoretical and applied disciplines, as well as databases which were more multi-disciplinary in scope. In total, 11 databases were searched in mid-June 2015: ABI/Inform Complete, Academic Search Complete, CBCA Complete, PAIS International, ProQuest Dissertations & Theses Global, PsycINFO, Scopus, Social Services Abstracts, SociINDEX, Sociological Abstracts, and the Web of Science.

The summary of the search results is illustrated in Figure 1. During the second search strategy, an article surfaced that significantly affected the direction and scope of the review. This pivotal article prompted the 2 subsequent searches—the citation analysis and the targeted theory search. After iterative screening phases, 33 articles were retained, and their data were extracted and synthesized for populating our conceptual platform. Each of these phases is described later.

4.2.2 | Aggregate search

The aggregate search, excluding sources from Sociological Abstracts, produced 11,263 references, and the de-duplication of these sources resulted in 9,215. In the next step, as a strategy to ensure inter-rater reliability, we divided the results into 3 groups and worked in pairs (1 junior and 1 senior researcher) to apply the 5-point screening criteria to the titles and/or abstracts of the sources. These criteria were as follows: (1) harassment must involve those who are in employed by the workplace (to the exclusion of harassment by such individuals and groups as clients or patients); (2) the source must propose, describe, or study a harassment-focused intervention (defined as a concerted organized effort to address workplace harassment); (3) the source must be related to work-based harassment (eg, harassment in schools may be included if research addresses harassment among staff, but not if it relates to child harassment); (4) the source must consider face-to-face harassment and not cyber-harassment (although the study can consider cyber-harassment and face-to-face harassment); and (5) the source must be written in English.

The combined result of the initial screening by the 3 senior-junior pairs was 1,042 references. After a further elimination process of non-academic sources that did not meet the inclusion criteria, the final tally was 732 references. The non-academic sources (eg, trade journal articles and brief reports) were separated for use in a future phase of the research, during which hypotheses emanating from the conceptual platform will be developed and tested through examination of the gray literature.

4.2.3 | Sociological abstracts search

The aggregate search excluded Sociological Abstracts not by our design but because of a technical difficulty, whereby the database would consistently time-out prior
to the download of all references. The consequence of the unforeseen technical problem was a subset of references (ie, from Sociological Abstracts) that needed to be treated as a separate search in terms of de-duplication, selection, and data extraction. The additional compensatory steps introduced considerable non-linearity to the review process. When the technical difficulty with Sociological Abstracts was resolved, the results of searching that database were 241 references. De-duplication and application of the inclusion criteria reduced this number to 19. While reviewing the 19 Sociological Abstracts references, we made a serendipitous discovery. Uncovering a pivotal article altered subsequent steps of the review in 2 crucial ways, as described in the subsequent sections.

A pivotal article surfaces
An article that applied the perspective of labor process theory (LPT) to workplace harassment guided us to the theory previously missing from our foundational theoretical framework. Put forward by Braverman, LPT contemporarizes Marx’s analysis of the structural antagonism within the relationship between employers and employees, arising from the exploitation of labor for profit under the present-day capitalist mode of production. Understood within the frame of LPT, workplace harassment is a function of the convergence of several historical trends that affect the way work is organized under contemporary capitalism. More specifically, workplace harassment can be a form of managerial control, complementing restructuring, performance management systems, work intensification, and other dominant forms of managerial control in neoliberal workplaces. The perspective introduces the notion that in certain contexts harassment can benefit employers through their greater control of the workforce. Easily hypothesized contexts would include the secondary labor markets of the high-volume industries characterized by high turnover and low-paid workforces.
LPT is also consistent with the second prong of our theoretical scaffold, Habermasian theory of social transformation, outlined earlier. As social institutions, workplaces are subject to the dualistic tendencies of system and lifeworld rationalization. On the one hand, the administrative power radiating from the prioritizing of cost efficiencies over all other aspects of productive processes is a manifestation of system rationalization. System rationalization, if left unchecked by the lifeworld, results in alienation, domination, and communication between individuals that is no longer oriented by a discourse ethic, which is the moral foundation of communicative action among workers. Distorted communication patterns, such as harassment, are harmful consequences. On the other hand, the rising income inequality, declining quality of life for multitudes of workers, and a flourishing anti-egalitarian character of workplaces have opened a space to lifeworld rationalization and greater receptivity to new needs and concerns of workers.

Lastly, and importantly, LPT accords with a critical realist view of harassment as causally governed by mechanisms that sustain the exploitation of labor power, but these do not always bring about observable workplace harassment. Correspondingly, we cannot assume that the absence of empirically observable harassment implies that the causes of the harassment are also absent.

4.2.4 | A further screening by LPT keywords

With consideration of LPT, we conducted an additional screening process of 732 references from the aggregate search and 19 references from Sociological Abstracts. To adequately re-screen the results for vestiges of LPT, we developed keywords, expressive of the main tenets of the theory, and applied them to the remaining 732 and 19 references from step 1 and 2, respectively. Eight references remained from the Sociological Abstracts, which we dubbed the 8 key LPT articles and used them in the citation analysis (described later). Twenty-six references remained from the aggregate database search where careful reading of these by senior researchers reduced the number to 20.

4.2.5 | Citation analysis

With so few search results rooted in the theory of LPT, we conducted a cited reference searching to determine sources that had cited our 8 key LPT articles and where there was overlap between these sources. Each of the 8 articles was searched in Web of Science, Scopus, and Google Scholar. Once this cited reference search was completed and de-duplicated, all references totalled 231. To see where the overlap was between the sources, the team reviewed all the duplicates (n = 73) and discovered that of these, 23 references were located in 2 articles, and 9 in 3 articles. No references were in more than 3 articles. Therefore, the unique number of references was 32.

Next, we analyzed whether each article had adopted, built upon, made cursory mention of, or rejected LPT. This analysis indicated there were very few overlaps and cross-referencing within the body of LPT-inspired literature on harassment (see Table 1). Only 9% built upon and 17% adopted the theory. The majority (74%) of the citations were cursory mentions of LPT. The limited interconnections within the body of literature, that is the sparseness of the literature’s net, are reflected in the low numbers of the 4 categories of articles in the citation analysis (see Table 1).

Not surprisingly, the 2 oldest articles were the most commonly cited of the 8 key articles. The majority of the 32 cited precisely these 2, providing further evidence of the pioneer status of these 2 articles. The most recently published of the LPT articles attracted no

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 1 Results of citation analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>% of all citations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adoption of the 8 key LPT articles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of adopted articles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Building upon on the 8 key LP articles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of articles built upon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cursory mention of the 8 key LP articles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of articles mentioned cursorily</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rejection of the 8 key LP articles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of articles rejected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total citations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
citations, confirming the important effect of time-in-print on articles’ citations.

Two of the 8 key LPT articles were themselves included in the 32 found through the citation analysis, both built upon the 2 pioneering LPT articles. Only 2 of the 8 LPT articles cited each other. Because it is theoretically possible for any of the 8 to cite each other, we take the low inter-citing count as another indication of the uncongested sparse nature of the LPT literature net, within which there is very limited cross-fertilization.

### 4.2.6 | Targeted search

A fourth and final search strategy, stimulated by the paucity of labor-process oriented articles, entailed a targeted search for literature. The search covered the 11 databases using a simple Boolean search of the 2 main concepts: labor/LPT and workplace harassment (and related synonyms). When the search found less than 5 results, it was revised to remove the word theory. Fourteen unique references resulted. After the 14 references were screened with the 5-point criteria, 9 remained, from which 3 were selected via a careful reading by the senior researchers.

### 4.3 | Data extraction: Identifying elements of program-level theory—The explanatory accounts

The extraction phase, conducted by the senior researchers, involved an analysis of the 33 references: 20 from the aggregate search, the 8 key LPT articles, 2 from the citation analysis, and 3 from the targeted search (see Figure 1). The data extracted were causal statements of program-level theory, that is, the enabling/constraining factors of the interventions and the impact of those factors on triggering mechanisms that produce the single outcome of reduction in harassment. To isolate specific EAs, we looked for words and for phrases that indicated causal links. For example, in adapting text from Everton, Jolton, and Mastrangelo, we developed the following EA: If managers and organizations are perceived to be fair and supportive, then there will be fewer and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source of explanatory account</th>
<th>Explanatory account (n = 3)</th>
<th>Consolidated account</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dupré &amp; Barling35</td>
<td>If employees perceive interpersonal injustice in relations with supervisors (e.g., degree to which employees feel they are treated with respect, dignity, sensitivity, and courtesy), they may be motivated to re-establish a sense of justice by retaliating against the source of injustice</td>
<td>Perceptions of injustice are a central element in the subjective experience of bullying and because different organizational contexts, occupations, and countries affect the threshold for what is considered unjust (i.e., behaviors that a “reasonable” person would expect perpetrators could and should have avoided)—Note: The element of “reasonable” person means that bullying is not entirely a subjective experience). Social and cultural factors affect employees’ perceptions of when managers and colleagues could and should have acted differently</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Everton, Jolton &amp; Mastrangelo32</td>
<td>If employees perceive that rewards/punishments are allocated in accordance with principles of a framework of organizational justice: a) distributive justice—rewards distributed equitably and criteria are communicated ahead of time; b) procedural justice—employees’ voices are heard, procedures are unbiased and valid, procedures allow for corrections to be made in the event of errors; and c) interactional justice—respectful of others’ dignity, supervisors have face time with subordinates, communicate that incivility will not be tolerated, announce reasons for decisions whenever possible, train managers in how to give bad news</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ogunfowora36</td>
<td>If abusive supervision varies, it creates negative attitudes toward the supervisor independently of the individual experience of abuse</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 2 Constructing a consolidated account
less severe incidents of bullying in the workplace. These causal statements constituted the program theory elements. Numbering 98, these EAs were then consolidated for synthesis into a conceptual platform.

4.4 Data consolidation

Similar to other phases of the synthesis, the consolidation phase required an amalgamation of methods from various authors. To synthesize the extracted EAs, we drew on the techniques of Pearson et al. and Rycroft-Malone et al. first categorizing the accounts as either theoretical (thick accounts) or empirical accounts, then using a collective, deliberative process involving face-to-face lengthy sessions of the 3 senior researchers purposefully challenging and debating each other’s assertions. In accordance with one of the key purposes of a synthesis—to compare theory to actual practice—we first dealt with the theoretical accounts by considering each one individually, deliberating on whether it represented a novel account or an elaboration or contradiction of one already identified. Once the theoretical EAs were consolidated, we perused the empirical EAs, one by one, to determine whether they added to the already consolidated theoretical accounts or presented a unique causal statement. The results were 24 consolidated accounts (CAs). Further consolidation of the 24 accounts was achieved by (1) amalgamating accounts with overlapping content and (2) consolidating non-contradictory CAs that detail mechanisms related to the same program/intervention. Table 2 outlines how 1 CA, containing the mechanism perceptions of injustice, was constructed from 3 EAs.

5 CONCLUSION

Our development of a conceptual platform for workplace harassment interventions through a realist lens of iterative literature searches and use of critical realist perspectives demonstrates the adaptability and applicability of realist synthesis techniques. This realist synthesis of harassment intervention literature is one of the first studies of its kind. It was a first step toward the team’s overarching goal of developing, testing, and refining theory on how harassment interventions work, for whom, and under what circumstances. The conceptual platform will be used in a subsequent stage to formulate hypotheses to test in a workplace harassment intervention.

To develop the conceptual platform, we diverged from typical realist synthesis procedures with the idiosyncratic citation analysis and targeted search arising from a serendipitous discovery of an LPT article. Along with Jagosh et al., we found that customizing the research synthesis method can be time consuming and potentially fraught with conceptual challenges but is sometimes necessary. While we began our searches with a general knowledge of literature on workplace harassment interventions, and macro-level theory, it was not until we discovered a relevant theory well into our literature search that we felt our base was sturdy enough to facilitate the extraction and consolidation of the EAs. Although we eventually did uncover the missing component in our theoretical framework, it did require that deviation from the projected steps of the review.

Our starting point for our realist synthesis was the macro-level theory of Marx’s historical materialism and Habermas’s theory of communicative action: the latter being a reconstruction of the former to emphasize ethical communicative processes. As a sociological theory in the critical tradition, LPT is the only one that explains the problem context and is consistent with this macro-level scaffolding. For overall coherence, aligning levels of theory seemed crucial, as it would for any realist review. Yet, to our knowledge, such alignment has not been discussed in the realist literature, a surprising gap given its claim to being a theory-driven approach.

In addition to being consistent with our macro-level theory, LPT is congruent with a critical realist view of harassment. Despite a growing recognition of harassment among scholars, managers, and governments, it is still largely understood to stem from the personality traits of the harasser. Such a limited understanding of harassment is not consistent with the realist synthesis methodology’s requirement for an accounting of the complex, multi-faceted nature of social problems for which interventions are to be developed and evaluated.

In contrast to the behaviorist theories, LPT amplifies the social dimension of the problem of harassment and its solution and helps to explain why the problem of harassment persists. It challenges the notion that it is in the interests of employers to eliminate harassment and the even stronger assumption that employers have the capacity to eliminate it, despite the conspicuous compromise to productivity and profits. In certain contexts, harassment can benefit employers through the control of the workforce, particularly in the secondary labor markets with the high-volume production and service industries with low-paid workforces prone to rapid turnover. This is not to suggest that all harassment interventions are ill-fated, but particular doubt is cast on the potential of top-down strategies (eg, workplace policies, legislation).

By way of example, the paper argues that the development of a fulsome theoretical framework is necessary for intervention testing and that such development can require deviating from standardized realist synthesis steps. In approaching realist synthesis, researchers can
be encouraged to adapt search strategies and pursue novel techniques in their analysis of the literature.
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